







Analysis of Aer World War II relay practice and today’s assignment  
of relay teaching materials
Toshihiro Seino, Takeshi Kubo
Abstract: is study outlines the teaching material theory in Aer World War II physical education, what 
kind of subject content was set in postwar relay practice, what kind of teaching material has been made. e 
purpose of this study is to clarify the relationship between the contents of the subject and the teaching 
materials, and to clarify the current issue in relay teaching materials creation.
Teaching material theory in physical education can be divided into “target research,” “material research,” 
“learning content research” etc. by segmentation by conceptual distinction of 〈material–learning content–
teaching material–teaching tools〉. It was based on this, the following points were found as a result of analyzing 
relay practice aer the war.
（1）  It is possible to structurally grasp the relationship between “cultural materials–subject content–teaching 
materials” in each practice, and as a result, the commonality and heterogeneity between practices, especially 
the dierence in the precipitation process of subject content in relay, became clear.
（2）  From the fact shown by the children, the eectiveness of the teaching materials, and the subject content 
behind them: the learning objective, it was made possible to structurally verify the validity and accuracy of 
“reverse route” for teaching materials, systematic verication work by.
In addition, as a future issue in the creation of relay lessons, the lesson is re-interpreted as a dynamic 
circulation process that simultaneously includes a retrospective process of “teaching material-subject content-
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4×200 m，4×800 m，4×1500 m，男女混合のシャ
トルハードルリレーと 4×400 m，男女が交互に走る






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































区分 小 1 小 2 小 3 小 4 小 5 小 6 中学 高校 合計
① 0  0 9 13 19 28 23 2 94
② 5 15 4 5 3 8 2 1 43
③ 0  0 3 6 6 6 2 0 23
④ 2  2 1 1 0 4 2 0 12








①–② 9 ②–④ 2
①–③ 13 ②–⑤ 3
①–④ 3 ③–⑤ 2
①–⑤ 6
①–②–③ 1 ②–③–⑤ 1
①–③–⑤ 3 ②–④–⑤ 3
①–④–⑤ 1
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